
 
 

Guide to Working with a Bluebonnet Team 
 
Overview 
This guide is meant to help you, the campaign, best understand your relationship with your 
Bluebonnet Data team. Remember, this is a team of volunteers for your campaign; fellows are 
working with you because they want to put their technical skills to use and help you win. We 
have asked each volunteer fellow to set aside 5-7 hours per week to work on your campaign, 
but many of them are students and will therefore be working with unpredictable schedules. 
 

This is what fellows commit to: 

1 hour per week Candidate Call  
(15 minutes for prep, 30 minutes for the call, 15 minutes 
after to debrief with team) 

1-2 hours per week Meeting with team 
Working together on projects for the campaign 

2-5 hours per week Independent Project Work 
Writing code, researching, cleaning data, putting together 
reports, communicating findings with the team, etc.  

 
What can fellows do? 
Bluebonnet teams are volunteers with plenty of technical experience, but generally they are not 
political experts. You will need to be prepared to answer questions and help them understand 
political campaigning. 
 
Things fellows can do 

● Use and analyze the data your 
campaign has on hand 

● Use and analyze other publicly 
available data, including: 

○ Census data 
○ FEC Data 
○ Past election data 
○ Other local, state, and 

national data 
● Provide useful analyses, including: 

○ Win number calculations 
○ Voter/donor/volunteer 

targeting 
○ District voter breakdowns 

Things fellows can’t do 
● Provide political expertise (they are 

data volunteers, not political 
consultants) 

● Add consumer data or voter file data 
that isn’t available through VAN or a 
public source  

● Create algorithms to generate voting 
scores or make predictions on future 
voting patterns  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 

 
The First Three Weeks: Running a Data-Driven Campaign 

● Resource landscape 
○ Let your Bluebonnet team know what resources you already have: VAN or other 

software? Survey data? Other information? 
○ In what ways can your team add to your data? This may also come in time with 

the projects, but your team can pull census and FEC data, as well as other public 
resources.  

● Communication integration 
○ Add your Bluebonnet team to your communication channels, whether it be 

Google Drive, Slack, GroupMe, or other. Perhaps you want to add them to a 
weekly call with your campaign? The more they know, the easier it will be for 
them to fit into your campaign organization. 

● Projects  
○ Get started on projects by asking your team questions about the race and district. 

The more specific you can be, the more likely the information that they return to 
you will be useful. 

 
Project Inspiration 
Whether you are coming in with a list of to-dos for your Bluebonnet team or you could use a little 
inspiration, we’ve compiled a list of project ideas for the first few weeks in addition to some 
examples of projects done by Bluebonnet teams in the past to help you brainstorm data strategy 
for your campaign. 
 
Project 1: District Analysis 
Ask your Bluebonnet team for an analysis or report on your district and demographics. A report 
with district visualizations can be referenced not only in the early stages of your campaign, but it 
can inform strategic decisions that you make in your campaign plan later on. 
 
Questions to ask your team: 

● Who lives in my district?  
○ Age, education, income, gender, race, ethnicity, etc.  

● How have people voted in the past? 
○ This will help inform expected voter turnout for your race and goals for new voter 

registration and mobilization. This helps predict future trends and inform voter 
outreach strategy 

● Who do we have data on and who is being left out of the dataset? 
○ Voter registration hotspots 

 
 
  

 



 
 

Project 2: Win Number & Path to Victory 
The district analysis should lead naturally into calculating a win number and path to victory. A 
win number is the exact number of votes that you need to win your election or generally, 50% + 
1 voters. Win number goes hand in hand with a path to victory, the plan for who will supply your 
votes broken down into demographic segments. Your Bluebonnet team can help you determine 
these numbers and goals by taking into consideration your unique pulls as a candidate in 
conjunction with electoral results from past races. 
 
Questions to ask your team: 

● How many voters are in your community?  
● Exactly how many votes do you need to win? (50% + 1) 
● Who are you targeting and who is the opposition targeting? 
● How and from whom will you get these votes? What's your path to victory? 

 
Project 3: Strategy and Visualization 
Your Bluebonnet team can help you extract data from NGP-VAN and visualize it in an 
interactive, intuitive way. This can be especially helpful for a path to victory strategy. We’ve 
included some examples of successful strategy and visualization projects Bluebonnet teams 
have completed for campaigns: 
 

Project Examples from 2018-2019 
 

Donor profiling and targeting: We helped identify potential donors by looking at typical donor 
characteristics and pulling lists of individuals who match those characteristics. 
 
Mapping: We have built interactive maps and lists that showed lines for overlapping races and 
homeowner associations. 
 
Historical Data: When there wasn’t good historical voting data (e.g. no recent competitive 
elections), we found similar out-of-district precincts to extrapolate from their election records. 
 
Early Voting Support: We assembled real-time reporting during early voting to help inform 
last-minute voter outreach efforts. 
 
Migration: We visualized migration patterns to identify demographic shifts in a district. 
 

 


